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PIN(K) A PLACE 
DISCLOSING LANDSCAPE 

MSC LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE Q4 I LANDSCAPE 

ARCHITECTURE ON SITE 

What is it like on site now? 

Right now, it's really relaxed because we're clone with 

the main project. All the explaining to people and 

taking care of the crowd is over. The tables are gone 

which feels kind of empty. During the project, we had 

araund 500-600 visitors daily. We've got so many 

positive responses. And the hours, days, went really 

fast. The weather was very nice, and since we work 

outside all day that can be very comfortable. 

What are you maldng? Who is it for? 

We're making an interactive art installation for the 

visitors of Oerol Festival on the Wadden Sea island 

Terschelling. It consists of two parts: In the forest, we 

ask visitors to find the place that gives them the 

strengest feeling, pin it with a pink stick and document 

the experience by describing the feeling & place and 

making a picture with a pinhole camera. The second 

part is outside the forest, where visitors can find our 

archive. There they can share their findings in the 

forest and also Iook into the findings of the other 

visitors. The forest gradually became full with the 

sticks, which gave off a magical ambience and revealed 

the kind of places people preferred. We hoped to 

impress upon the visitors the sense of place by 

directing them inwards to their own feelings . We also 

tried to make a research out of the project on how 

people perceive a place, especially a fm·est. 

How does being on site changes your feeling as a 

designer, the design materials and process? 

Q Tim: You feel the challenge of actually building the 

design and have to think quickly on solving the 

problems. We can't plan everything in the studio, 

because there are a Iot of unforeseen challenges. 

~ Michelle: On site laat je het gemakkelijker op je 

afkomen, en dan maakt het niet meer zoveel uit. ~ 

Ilya: You have to come up with solutions that do not 

change the nature of the project, solutions that you can 

find on site-especially concerning the materials. e 
Max: Beingon site made me realize how important it 

is to think the design through to the last screw. Still 

your design needs to have a kind of "resilience" to 

adapt to those unexpected changes without losing its 

essence. 

~ Fede: On site people do what you didn't expect. 

They even changed our project. But I think it's way 

better. @ V: Being in the studio and designing has 

something fictional or unreal to it, until it is actually 

realized. So this experience can trigger more 

imagination. ''' Liang: You get closer to nature, air, 

soil, weather etc. I feit much more excited to do 

something, compared to sitting behind my computer. 

How a1·e you planning to bring "the site" back here? 

The project we did and the installation would easily be 

put in any place. Anywhere we could ask people to pin 

the place and describe their feelings. And we could do 

a similar research on complete different locations with 

different types of people. ~ A pity you didn't mention 

bringing "the sense of place" of Terschelling & Oerol 

back to us (®_®) 

The eieolive Landscape Architeclure ON Site revolves araund the 
realizatlon of a temporary. interactlve "design-and-bulld project 
in a Iandscape setting. Students research. conceptualize and 
construct real-life Installations for a festival public. The recurring 
focus ls the concept of place: how Iandscape forms specific 
places and how the designer can evoke a "sense of place". This 
year the focus is on Iandscape perceptlon. and its role in place
making and place attachment. More at iopm2017.wordpress.com 

Do you want pi'Ojects like this for graduation or for 

the rest of your career? Why? 

d _ d) W: No, because I don't think it's a project of a 

lifelong cause. It's more like something you can do in 

between but not something you'll do all the time . ..

Liang: Probably not, because graduation project you 

spend a whole year. I want to do so mething related to 

my further curiosity. + Ilya: I would not choose a 

project like this for graduation as I believe that it loses 

its temporary value. But I would be really excited to be 

part of such projects during my career. + Max: Not 

for graduation. But of course I would Iove to work in 

an explorative transit zone between experience and 

design, creating a better understanding of our 

environment and thus bring forth more knowledge 

about "good" designs . 

d~d) V: Yes. I like the link between art & 

architecture and psychology & philosophy . ..- Lin: 

Yes, I started with the idea to find out how an 

installation works. Now I would like to know more 

about relation between society & culture and their 

influence on people's feelings. • Fede: yes, because, 

you do not get bored easily. I like the ephemerality of 

the project and the actual interaction with people. • 

Jan Gerk: Yes, I think a project like this could become 

a very interesting research, since you can get a Iot of 

input from the people visiting your project. Next to 

that I also was very interested in the whole idea of 

placemaking and environmental psychology. 

~ Seems it's not the course's value you disagree on, 

but mther what makes a graduation pi'Oject ... 

What book/song/movie do you relate to this project? 

Michelle: A Horse With No Name-beingalone and 

thinking about what you want to do. People in the 

project did the same. Michelle's aunt: A Forest by the 

Cure. Tim: Secret Life of Walter Mitty: about getting to 

the unknown and explore. V: Harry Potter II-the part 

about the spiders. 

Lukas: Groundhog Day-everyday endless story-telling 

... Fede: The Moment by Tame Impala- everyday I 

didn't know what was going to happen. 

Lin: Alone and Drinking Und er the Moon by Li Bai. 

Max: Warking Man by Rush . W: Here Comes the Sun 

by the Beatles. 

Jan Gerk: Total Eclipse ofthe Heart by Bonnie Tyler

someone always shower with this sang on in the 

morning and it's just stuck in my head. 

Many thanks to the course coordinator Denise 

Puccinini for her support. The students involved are: 

Bella Bluemink, Eva Ventura, Eva Willemsen, Federica 

Sanchez, Ge Hang, llya Tasioula, Jan Gerk de Boer, Joey 

liang, Lukas Krapp, Mael Vanhelsuwe, Max Einer!, 

Micheile Siemerink, Qingyun lin, Timothy Radhitya 

Djagiri, Yao Lu. Interview and editing by Ruiying liu . 
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